In this paper, we study tangent surfaces of biharmonic B -general helices according to Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis 3 . We give necessary and sufficient conditions for B -general helices to be biharmonic according to Bishop frame. We characterize the tangent surfaces of biharmonic B -general helices in terms of Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis 3 . Additionally, we illustrate our main theorem.
Introduction
Developable surfaces, which can be developed onto a plane without stretching and tearing, form a subset of ruled surfaces, which can be generated by sweeping a line through space. There are three types of developable surfaces: cones, cylinders (including planes) and tangent surfaces formed by the tangents of a space curve, which is called the cuspidal edge of this surface.
In this paper, we study tangent surfaces of biharmonic B -general helices according to Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis 3 . We give necessary and sufficient conditions for B -general helices to be biharmonic according to Bishop frame. We characterize the tangent surfaces of biharmonic B -general helices in terms of Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis 3 . Additionally, we illustrate our main theorem. 
The Heisenberg Group Heis
where κ is the curvature of γ and τ is its torsion and
In the rest of the paper, we suppose everywhere 0 ≠ κ and 0 ≠ τ . The Bishop frame or parallel transport frame is an alternative approach to defining a moving frame that is well defined even when the curve has vanishing second derivative. The Bishop frame is expressed as , = 
To separate a general helix according to Bishop frame from that of FrenetSerret frame, in the rest of the paper, we shall use notation for the curve defined above as B -general helix. ζ are constants of integration, [10] .
We can draw unit speed biharmonic B -general helices according to Bishop frame with helping the programme of Mathematica as follow: 
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The purpose of this section is to study tangent developable of biharmonic B -general helices with Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis . Using above equation, we have (4.2), the theorem is proved.
We need following lemma. 
Open Problem
The authors can be resarch minimal tangent surfaces of biharmonic Bgeneral helices according to Bishop frame in the Heisenberg group Heis 3 .
